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Abstract: Dispersive Fourier transformation (DFT) maps the broadband spectrum of an 

ultrashort optical pulse into a time stretched waveform with its intensity profile mirroring 

the spectrum using chromatic dispersion. Owing to its capability of continuous pulse-by-pulse 

spectroscopic measurement and manipulation, DFT has become an emerging technique for 

ultrafast signal generation and processing, and high-throughput real-time measurements, where 

the speed of traditional optical instruments falls short. In this paper, the principle and 

implementation methods of DFT are first introduced and the recent development in 

employing DFT technique for widespread microwave photonics applications are presented, 

with emphasis on real-time spectroscopy, microwave arbitrary waveform generation, and 

microwave spectrum sensing. Finally, possible future research directions for DFT-based 

microwave photonics techniques are discussed as well.  

Keywords: dispersive Fourier transformation; microwave photonics; femtosecond lasers; 

dispersion; time stretch 

 

1. Introduction 

Microwave photonics (MWP) [1–4] is an emerging interdisciplinary area that investigates the 

interaction between microwave and optical waves, for widespread applications ranging from defense 

applications, such as radar [5,6] and electronic warfare systems [7], to civil applications, such as 

wireless [8,9] and satellite [10] communications, imaging [11] and instrumentation [12]. Thanks to 

inherent advantages of optics, such as high speed, broad bandwidth and reduced electromagnetic 

interference, various novel photonic techniques have been developed for efficient generation, 

distribution, control, processing and analysis of microwave signals [13], thus enhancing and enabling 
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new functionalities that are very complex or challenging to achieve only in the microwave domain due 

to the limited speed and bandwidth of electronic devices. Recent research efforts within the area of 

microwave photonics include photonic generation [14] and processing [15,16] of microwave and 

millimeter-wave signals, photonically assisted phased array antennas [17,18], radio-over-fiber  

systems [19,20], arbitrary microwave waveform generation [21–23], and photonic analog-to-digital 

conversion (ADC) [24,25]. Most recently, integrated microwave photonics [26,27] has become an 

emergent topic aiming to reduce cost, power consumption, as well as to improve performance and 

robustness of MWP systems by incorporating discrete MWP components in photonic integrated 

circuits (PICs) [28–30].  

Dispersive Fourier transformation (DFT) [31,32], also known as real-time Fourier transformation  

[33–35] or frequency-to-time mapping [36,37], uses large chromatic dispersion to map the spectrum of a 

broadband ultrashort optical pulse into a stretched time-domain waveform. With the help of high-speed 

time-domain modulation and detection technology, DFT enables ultrafast pulse-by-pulse spectroscopic 

measurement and manipulation. With this unique capability, DFT has become a powerful tool for  

high-throughput and real-time measurement where traditional instruments fall short [32,38].  

DFT has also been widely employed in a diverse range of microwave photonics applications, such 

as microwave arbitrary waveform generation [23,39], microwave spectrum sensing [40,41], photonic 

ADC [24,42,43], real-time spectroscopy [44–47], optical sensor interrogation [48,49], and ultrafast 

continuous imaging [50,51]. In this paper, we review the recent development that we have made in this 

area. The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the theory and implementation of 

DFT. Its widespread applications in microwave photonics systems are discussed in Section 3, with 

emphasis on real-time spectroscopy, microwave arbitrary waveform generation, and microwave 

spectrum sensing. Finally, in Section 4, we outline the current limitations and potential future research 

directions for DFT-based microwave photonics applications.  

2. Dispersive Fourier Transformation Technique 

DFT is originated from the analogy between spatial Fraunhofer diffraction and temporal chromatic 

dispersion. It is known that a duality exists between the far-field diffraction of a beam of light from a 

thin lens and the propagation of a temporal pulse in a dispersive device under the second-order 

dispersion approximation [52,53]. The time-space duality shows that a dispersive element which 

provides distortion to a temporal signal in the time domain is the analogue of a free-space propagation 

in the space domain. The time-space duality has led to an interesting conclusion that if a transform-

limited ultrashort optical pulse passes through a dispersive element, which should have sufficient 

chromatic dispersion to suffice the temporal far-field condition, the stretched optical pulse will have an 

intensity envelope that mimics the optical power spectrum of the original optical pulse. The concept of 

DFT can be understood intuitively by considering the dispersion stretching effect. The chromatic 

dispersion introduced causes a frequency-dependent linear time delay to the input optical pulse. 

Sufficient dispersion fully separates the spectral components of the input broadband optical pulse in 

time and realize the unique mapping from the frequency domain to the time domain. A schematic 

diagram of DFT is illustrated in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram illustrating dispersive Fourier transformation process in a 

dispersive device. 

 

2.1. Theory of DFT 

2.1.1. Mathematical Description 

It is known that a dispersive element can be modeled as a linear time-invariant (LTI) system with a 

transfer function given by      expH H j       , where |)(| H  and )(  are the 

magnitude and phase response of the dispersive element at angular frequency  , respectively. 

Mathematically, the phase response )(  can be expanded in Taylor series. Under the second-order 

dispersion approximation, in which the expanded phase terms higher than the second-order are ignored 

within the spectral bandwidth of interest, the transfer function and the corresponding impulse response 

of the dispersive element can be expressed as  
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where 
0  is the group delay and 

0  denotes the second-order dispersion, also known as group 

velocity dispersion (GVD). 

Let )(tx  and ( )y t  be the complex envelopes of the input and output optical pulses of a dispersion 

element with an impulse response ( )h t , respectively. If the dispersion device has a wide bandwidth 

covering the whole spectrum of the input optical pulse, the output can be related to the input by the 

convolution operation, that is, )()()( thtxty  . Considering the impulse response in Equation (1b), 

we can rewrite the output pulse as 
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here the constant time delay 
0  is ignored to allow us to focus on the pulse broadening induced by the 

dispersion. We assume the incident pulse has a limited pulse width of 0t . If the dispersion is 

sufficient such that  
2

0 0 1t   , which is also known as the temporal Fraunhofer approximation, 

the stretched pulse can be further approximated by [34] 
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where )]([
~

)( txFX   is the Fourier transform of the input pulse. It is clearly shown in Equation (3) 

that the output temporal pulse envelope is proportional to the spectrum of the input pulse with a phase 

factor. Therefore, DFT or dispersion-induced frequency-to-time mapping is obtained.  

2.1.2. Impact of Higher-Order Dispersion 

Equation (3) provides the theoretical basis for the standard DFT, where the second-order dispersion 

approximation is applied. Therefore a unique linear one-to-one mapping between the optical frequency 

and time is created thanks to the linear group delay response with respect to the frequency. If higher-

order dispersion is taken into account [54–56], the frequency-to-time mapping process is still valid so 

as long as the temporal Fraunhofer approximation is satisfied. In this scenario, however, the mapping 

is no longer linear due to the higher-order frequency dependency of the group delay. A modified 

nonlinear mapping relation incorporating higher-order dispersion is given [49] 
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where 0

k

  is the k-th order dispersion coefficient.  

2.1.3. Near-Field Condition 

In normal DFT process as outlined above, a significant amount of chromatic dispersion is required 

to satisfy the temporal far-field condition. The optical pulse that propagates through the dispersive 

medium will be fully stretched, making the time-encoded spectral features slowed down and easily 

captured in time-domain. However, highly dispersive media could cause significant signal losses, 

especially outside the telecommunication band. In addition, the substantial dispersion demand imposes 

a strong physical limit on the maximum update speed of DFT-based system and reduces the overall 

achievable time-bandwidth-product (TBWP) of the system.  

Some research efforts have been dedicated to study relaxed dispersion requirement for far-field 

DFT [37] and its application in chirped microwave waveform generation [57]. A further study shows 

that even in the near-field region the spectral information can be reconstructed from two separate 

temporal measurements using off-line processing [58]. In [59], near-field DFT has been investigated 

for generating high fidelity microwave waveforms, which is made possible by pre-distorting the 

optical pulse before stretching.  
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2.2. Implementation of DFT 

2.2.1. Optical Source 

DFT is usually performed in the coherent regime and restricted to work with a Fourier  

transform-limited input ultrashort optical pulse only. A Fourier transform-limited pulse, or more 

commonly known as the transform-limited pulse, is usually an ultrashort optical pulse that has a 

constant phase (chirp free) across the whole pulse window and maintains the minimum possible time 

duration for a given spectral bandwidth. The amplitude spectrum of a transform-limited pulse is the 

Fourier transformation of its temporal envelope, which is, however, not valid for a non-transform-

limited optical pulse with a time-dependent phase (chirp). Transform-limited optical pulses are usually 

generated by mode-locked lasers [60]. An alternative approach to generating transform-limited 

ultrashort optical pulses is based on electro-optic phase modulation of a continuous-wave laser and 

subsequent phase-to-intensity conversion and pulse compression in a dispersive medium [61,62]. 

Optical pulses generated by the latter method have a much higher repetition rate than that of mode-locked 

lasers, hence enabling higher update rate for real-time measurement. However, to avoid overlaps between 

consecutive stretched pulses, the effective time window will have to be significantly decreased. 

2.2.2. Dispersive Devices 

Another essential requirement for implementing DFT is a dispersive device with sufficient and 

uniform chromatic dispersion to allow linear DFT process without distortion. The simplest and most 

commonly used dispersive element in DFT is standard single-mode fibers (SMF) [33,36,63]. SMF has 

a smooth dispersion curve for a broad optical bandwidth of more than 200 nm in the 

telecommunications band. The GVD coefficient is about 17 ps/nm/km at 1550 nm. To provide 

sufficient dispersion, a very long fiber is usually required, which makes the system bulky with high 

loss, and suffer from the higher-order dispersion and polarization mode dispersion [64]. Dispersion 

compensation fibers (DCF) offer a much larger chromatic dispersion (–120 ps/nm/km at 1550 nm) and 

have become a promising solution for DFT [45,65] thanks to its high dispersion-to-loss ratio. To 

further overcome propagation losses, distributed Raman amplification has been implemented 

simultaneously within the DCF, a process called amplified DFT [31]. Significant optical gain would 

enhance the sensitivity and resolution of DFT in high-throughput measurements [45]. However, one 

major difficulty is that no efficient DCFs are available outside the telecommunications band around 

1550 nm.  

The use of a linearly chirped fiber Bragg grating (LCFBG) provides a compact solution for 

implementing DFT [13,34]. A fiber Bragg grating (FBG) is basically a section of optical fiber where 

the refractive index of the fiber core is periodically modulated, normally via UV illumination [66]. 

Mode coupling between counter-propagation modes in the fiber core, which is induced by perturbation 

of refractive index, results in wavelength-dependent reflection. Thanks to the flexible spectral 

characteristics [67], all-fiber geometry, low insertion loss, compact size, and low cost, FBGs have been 

widely employed in microwave photonics applications [13,68,69]. In an LCFBG, different spectral 

components of an optical signal are reflected from different position of the grating due to the chirped 

grating period, making it a compact and broadband dispersive element with a large GVD. In addition, 
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nonlinear optical effects are also reduced due to the short interaction length of the LCFBG. However, 

the main problem of the LCFBG for DFT is the group delay ripples (GDRs). The GDR is a result of 

the interference between the broadband reflection due to the edge of the grating and the distributed 

nature of the grating reflection [70] and may cause unwanted fast temporal modulations in the 

stretched pulses [71]. The GDR of an LCFBG can be significantly reduced by applying apodization 

during the fabrication process. However, an apodized LCFBG still exhibits pseudoperiodic GDRs due 

to the errors in grating period and the index modulation deviations resulting from imperfections in the 

fabrication process [72].  

An alternative dispersive device exploits both spatial (angular) dispersion in a diffraction grating 

and the large modal dispersion [73] in a multimode waveguide. Such a chromo-modal dispersion 

(CMD) device has been successfully employed to achieve DFT for real-time absorption spectroscopy [74]. 

The CMD device offers large GVD in a huge spectral bandwidth where the multimode waveguide is 

transparent. Moreover, both amount and sign of the GVD can be easily tuned by changing the 

alignment conditions. However, since its group delay response has a nonlinear relation with respect to 

the optical wavelength, careful calibration and correction are required for linear DFT.  

2.2.3. Operational Wavelength Bands of DFT 

Most of DFT-based systems are designed to operate in the 1550 nm band, to take advantage of 

available high-quality dispersive devices, e.g., DCFs, and the low-cost photonic devices developed for 

fiber optic communications in this wavelength band. However, 1550 nm band has limited utility in 

biomedical and imaging applications due to its strong water absorption and poor spatial resolution. 

While shorter wavelengths are desirable for those applications, the main challenge is the lack of 

efficient dispersive device outside the 1550 nm band. Recent study has shown that DFT can be 

implemented at shorter wavelengths for biomedical applications [75,76]. 

Figure 2. Group delay response of the linearly chirped fiber Bragg grating (LCFBG) 

operating at 800 nm. One-to-one wavelength-to-time mapping verifies the Dispersive 

Fourier transformation (DFT) at 800 nm band [77].  

 

 

Particularly, the 800 nm wavelength band is useful for a broad range of industrial and biomedical 

applications, thanks to its large penetration depths in tissues, better spatial resolution, and the 
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availability of powerful Ti:Sapphire lasers in this spectral band. While a small-core SMF provides 

sufficient GVD for DFT at 800 nm [51], the propagation loss is large and the amount of dispersion is 

limited. Moreover, a smaller fiber core easily causes unwanted nonlinear signal distortion. As a 

promising solution, an LCFBG operating at 800 nm band has been successfully employed for DFT in 

this application-rich spectral band [77]. The use of LCFBG features large GVD, low-loss, low cost, 

compact footprint and significantly reduced nonlinear optical effects. Figure 2 shows the group delay 

response of the LCFBG, which is evaluated by comparing the shaped pulse spectrum and the stretched 

temporal waveform. The GVD of the 30 cm-long LCFBG is as large as 840 ps/nm.  

2.2.4. Incoherent DFT 

Most of DFT operations are usually performed in the coherent regime using a transform-limited 

ultrashort optical pulse. Some recent work has explored the possibility of implementing DFT in the 

incoherent regime [78], using incoherent broadband optical sources, e.g., amplified spontaneous 

emission (ASE) radiation, where an external modulator is used to generate gated pulses. The potential 

of incoherent DFT in photonic microwave arbitrary waveform generation has also been studied [79]. 

Incoherent DFT may reduce the system cost, but at the price of a significantly higher noise added to 

the generated microwave waveform. This is because there is no phase correlation between the spectral 

components of an incoherent source. A full statistical study of the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of 

incoherent DFT process can be found in [80].  

3. Microwave Photonics Applications of DFT 

As it enables unique one-to-one mapping relation between frequency and time of a stretched 

broadband optical pulse, DFT has been widely applied in a variety of microwave photonics systems, 

for signal generation, measurement and processing applications. In this section, we discuss the recent 

development in employing DFT technique for various microwave photonics applications, such as  

real-time spectroscopy, microwave arbitrary waveform generation, microwave spectrum sensing, and 

photonic analog-to-digital conversion. 

3.1. DFT for Real-Time Spectroscopy 

Optical spectroscopy has been one of the most integral tools in scientific research, manufacturing, 

and medical applications. Ultrafast real-time spectroscopy is particularly useful for investigating rapid 

transient phenomena such as chemical reactions, phase transitions of thermodynamic systems, and 

protein dynamics in living cells. Unfortunately, conventional diffraction-grating-based spectrometers 

fall short in speed as they rely on either a moving mechanical part or a detector array with limited 

refresh rate.  

Offering pulse-by-pulse spectrum monitoring, DFT’s most obvious application is real-time 

spectroscopy, which provides an indispensable solution for the challenging continuous ultrafast  

real-time optical spectrum measurement [44–47,81–84]. Figure 3 conceptually shows the DFT-based 

real-time spectroscopy, where the diffraction grating and detector array in conventional spectrometers 

are replaced by a dispersive element and a signal-pixel photodetector. The spectral features of the 
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sample under test are first imprinted on the spectrum of the broadband optical pulse. After the DFT 

process, the spectral information is converted to a stretched temporal waveform. The converted 

temporal features usually fall into microwave frequency band and are slow enough to be captured by 

the high-speed PD and real-time digitizer, and then analyzed in digital domain. DFT-based real-time 

optical spectroscopy offers a scan rate of tens of MHz or even several GHz, determined by the 

repetition rate of the pulse train, which is more than three orders of magnitude higher than traditional 

spectrometers. The unique capability to capture single-shot spectra at high scan rates makes DFT 

spectroscopy an unprecedented tool for detecting non-stationary processes and rare events that would 

otherwise be lost in conventional time-averaged measurements [38]. Note that the overall spectral 

resolution of the DFT spectroscopy is determined by three factors: the temporal sampling rate of the 

electronic digitizer, the analog bandwidth of the photodetector, and the system dispersion [31].  

Figure 3. Schematic diagram to show the real-time spectroscopy based on DFT. PD: 

photodetector.  

 

Being not limited to direct optical spectroscopy measurement, DFT technique can be also employed 

to perform a variety of high-throughput and real-time measurement that relies on spectral domain 

methods. One such an example is real-time interrogation of FBG sensors [48,49,85–88]. Most of the 

FBG sensors are functioning based on wavelength modulation, in which the sensed information is 

directly encoded as the grating wavelength (spectrum) change [89]. DFT technique maps the 

wavelength change to a temporal shift of the stretched waveform. This temporal-spectroscopy enables 

interrogation of FBG sensors in the megahertz regime [85], which is particularly useful for real-time 

diagnostics of fast-vibrating objects, such as a running aircraft engine. In addition, by applying pulse 

compression method in temporal-spectroscopy, both spectral resolution and signal-to-noise ratio of the 

FBG interrogation system can be improved [86,87]. This is made possible by pre-encoding a chirped 

profile onto the pulse spectrum before the pulse is sent to the FBG sensors. At the receiver end, a 

matched filter is employed to achieve pulse compression (auto-correlation).  

Note that in the above DFT-based FBG sensor interrogation system, the measurement resolution is 

still limited by the temporal resolution of a commercial oscilloscope. While a larger dispersion would 

lead to a higher interrogation resolution since it converts a given wavelength shift to a longer temporal 

waveform shift, to avoid the temporal superposition of two adjacent stretched pulses, it also imposes a 

limit on the pulse repetition rate, equivalently the refresh rate of the measurement. To overcome the 

fundamental tradeoff between the interrogation speed and resolution, a new technique to achieve 

simultaneously ultrafast and ultrahigh-resolution interrogation of FBG sensors based on interferometric 

temporal spectroscopy has been proposed and experimentally demonstrated [48]. In the system, a 
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reference FBG is introduced to produce a temporal interference pattern between two stretched 

waveforms reflected by the two FBGs. The temporal shift of the optical pulse can then be evaluated 

from the carrier frequency of the interference pattern, which is usually within microwave frequency 

range. Therefore, the interrogation resolution is greatly improved due to the facts that an interferometer 

has an inherently high sensitivity and that the equivalent resolution of an electrical spectrum analyzer 

is much higher than that of an oscilloscope. Moreover, since the generated interference pattern does 

not rely on the amount of dispersion, a high measurement speed is maintained, hence eliminating the 

above mentioned tradeoff.  

Figure 4. An alternative real-time spectral interferometry system for complete pulse 

characterization based on unbalanced temporal pulse shaping (UB-TPS). PUT: pulse under 

test, DE: dispersive element, PD: photodetector. [65]. 

 

 

DFT spectroscopy can also be employed in real-time characterization of optical pulses [65]. 

Ultrashort optical pulses with durations in the picosecond, femtosecond, and even attosecond regimes 

are powerful tools for studying fast dynamic phenomena in science and engineering. In such 

applications, fast, and complete (i.e., amplitude and phase) characterization of ultrashort pulses is 

essential for evaluation of optical systems that employ them. However, precise pulse measurement is 

challenging due to lack of fast enough photodetector to directly capture the ultrafast optical pulses. 

One widely used method is spectral phase interferometry for direct electric-field reconstruction 

(SPIDER) [90]. This technique relies on spectral interferometry measurement and its update rate is 

limited by the refresh rate of the optical spectrometer (typically up to ~ 10 kHz), hence not capable of 

real-time single-shot characterization of ultrashort optical pulses. A promising solution is real-time 

spectral interferometry [54,91], which combines SPIDER and DFT techniques, hence enabling pulse-

by-pulse characterization of the complex field (amplitude and phase) with a significantly higher update 

rate of up to several GHz.  
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However, an optical interferometer is required to generate two time-delayed replicas of the original 

pulse for equivalent spectral shearing. This makes the system not stable due to the inherent high 

sensitivity of the interferometer to environmental perturbations. To remove this difficulty, in [54,91], 

an alternative real-time spectral interferometry method without using optical interferometers has been 

reported [65]. Figure 4 illustrates the principle of the method. An unbalanced temporal pulse shaping 

(UB-TPS) system [92] is used to simultaneously generate two time-delayed replicas of the input pulse 

under test and to implement DFT. The system is unbalanced as two dispersive elements (DEs) with 

opposite dispersion but nonidentical in magnitude are employed. As shown in Figure 4, the UB-TPS 

system is equivalent to a normal TPS system to perform a real-time Fourier transformation of the 

microwave driving signal for the generation of two time-delayed replica pulses, followed by a residual 

DE to stretch the pulses for the implementation of DFT. Therefore, the spectral interferometry can be 

implemented in the time domain based on DFT technique, enabling continuous single-shot 

characterization of ultrashort pulses at a high scan rate. More importantly, the system stability is 

greatly improved as no optical interferometers are needed anymore.  

3.2. DFT for Microwave Arbitrary Waveform Generation 

Microwave arbitrary waveforms have found wide applications in radar, wireless communications, 

imaging, and instrumentation systems. The difficulties of electrical method for generating microwave 

arbitrary waveforms include low frequency, small bandwidth and high cost, due to the limited 

sampling rate and analog bandwidth of electronic circuitry. Photonically assisted microwave arbitrary 

waveform generation (AWG) techniques provide the capability of generating high-frequency and 

broadband microwave arbitrary waveforms which may not be easily accomplished by conventional 

electronic techniques [23,93]. Various techniques, such as direct space-to-time (DST) pulse  

shaping [94,95], photonic microwave filtering [96,97], and DFT pulse shaping, have been proposed 

and demonstrated for photonic generation of microwave arbitrary waveforms. DST pulse shaping 

method splits a single optical pulse into a temporally distributed pulse sequence matching a spatially 

distributed pattern. Arbitrary envelope and phase profiles of the generated microwave waveform are 

determined by controlling the amplitude, pulse-to-pulse spacing and repetition rate of the pulse 

sequence. In photonic microwave filtering method, since the filter can be designed to have an arbitrary 

spectral response, the employment of the filter for the generation of an arbitrary microwave waveform 

can be realized. 

3.2.1. General Concept 

Among the various photonics-assisted approaches, DFT technique has also been extensively 

investigated for photonic generation of high-frequency and broadband microwave waveforms with 

arbitrary shapes. A schematic diagram showing the fundamental principle of the technique is 

illustrated in Figure 5. The system consist of an ultrashort pulsed source, a spectral filter and a 

dispersive element. The broadband optical pulse is first sent to an optical spectral filter with a properly 

designed spectral response. The spectrum-shaped optical pulse is then passing through a dispersive 

medium to undergo the dispersion-induced frequency-to-time mapping. A microwave waveform with 

an envelope identical to the shaped optical power spectrum is finally obtained at the output of a  
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high-speed photodetector. A key feature of this technique is that the temporal pulse shaping is 

performed in the frequency-domain, which is easy to implement using an optical spectral filter. 

Figure 5. Schematic diagram to show microwave arbitrary waveform generation based on 

spectral shaping and DFT. PD: photodetector.  

 

The key device in a DFT-based microwave arbitrary waveform generation system is the optical 

spectral shaper. A number of approaches for optical spectral shaping of an optical pulse have been 

proposed. For example, spectral shaping can be implemented in the spatial domain based on spatial 

masking of the spatially dispersed optical spectrum, where a spatial light modulator (SLM) is usually 

used to manipulate the input optical spectrum [98]. The key advantage of the SLM-based spatial 

domain optical spectral shaping techniques is that the filter response can be reconfigured in real time 

with the help of a computer [22,99]. Recently, a fully-programmable integrated optical spectral shaper 

fabricated on a silicon photonic integrate circuit has been demonstrated for microwave arbitrary 

waveform generation [100]. The spectral shaper is based on cascaded multi-channel microring 

resonators and response reconfigurability is achieved by thermal tuning using micro-heaters. These 

techniques, however, suffer from the difficulties such as complex alignment with strict tolerances, high 

cost and high coupling loss between free-space/waveguide optics and fiber optics. One solution is to 

use all-fiber optical spectral filters, which have the advantages of alignment free, simpler structure, 

better stability, lower loss and cost, and inherently good compatibility with other fiber-optics devices. 

In addition, an all-fiber system has high potential for integration. As a unique in-fiber device, FBG has 

been widely applied in optical spectral shaping as both the magnitude response and the phase response 

of an FBG can be precisely designed for complex spectral filtering [13].  

3.2.2. All-Fiber DFT-Based Microwave AWG 

Various configurations for all-fiber spectral shaping have been proposed for photonic generation of 

microwave arbitrary waveforms. For example, ultra-wide band (UWB) pulse generation based on 

spectral shaping using two uniform FBGs with one in transmission and the other in reflection, and 

DFT in a length of dispersive fiber has been recently demonstrated [36]. The optical fiber does not 

only serve as the dispersive element to accomplish the DFT-enabled wavelength-to-time mapping, but 

also as the optical link to distribute the UWB pulse to a remote site. UWB pulses have found wide 

applications in short-range high-data-rate wireless communications [101]. 

Chirped microwave pulses, due to their large time-bandwidth product (TBWP), have been widely 

used in modern radar systems to significantly improve the range resolution. Based on the DFT 
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technique, a few methods have been reported to generate chirped microwave waveforms [102]. The 

main effort in DFT-based approach is to design an optical spectral shaper with its magnitude response 

having a chirped oscillating response with a varying free-spectral range (FSR). One design of such an 

optical spectral shaper is based on superimposing two chirped fiber Bragg gratings with different chirp 

rates into a same fiber with a small longitudinal offset [103]. As illustrated in Figure 6, a distributed 

Fabry-Perot cavity is formed in the fiber core region due to the broadband reflections between the two 

LCFBGs. Since the cavity length L(λ) is linearly dependent on the resonance wavelength, its spectral 

response has a linearly increasing or decreasing FSR inversely proportional to the cavity length. When 

an ultrashort optical pulse is shaped by this specially designed filter and dispersed by a dispersive 

fiber, a linearly chirped microwave waveform can be generated thanks to the DFT process. The central 

frequency and chirp rate of the microwave waveform are determined by the chirp rates and 

longitudinal offset of the two superimposed chirped FBGs. Since no discrete interferometric structures 

are involved, the system is more compact with better resistance to environmental changes.  

Figure 6. An optical spectral shaper consisting of two superimposed chirped fiber Bragg 

gratings with different chirp rates and a small longitudinal offset. The spectral shaper has a 

chirped spectral response thus can be used to generate chirped microwave waveforms 

based on DFT technique. CFBG: chirped fiber Bragg grating.  

 

The main difficulty associated with the method in [103] is that the spectral response of the optical 

spectral shaper cannot be easily tuned once the two superimposed chirped FBGs have are fabricated. 

For many applications, however, tunable chirped rate and center frequency of the generated microwave 

waveform are required. In addition, two LCFBGs with different chirp rates are required, making the 

fabrication process complicated. To solve the problems, we proposed a new spectral shaper design 

which offers tunable spectral response based on a Sagnac-loop mirror structure incorporating only a 

single LCFBG [104]. Similar to [103], a distributed Fabry-Perot interference is produced between the 

counter-propagating reflections from the opposite sides of the same highly-reflective LCFBG. The 

cavity length is wavelength-dependent due to the use of LCFBG. Compared to [103], since only one 

single LCFBG is required, both fabrication challenge and system complexity are reduced. Moreover, 

by tuning the time-delay within the fiber loop, both the central frequency and the sign of chirp of the 

generated chirped microwave waveforms can be easily tuned. To enable the tuning of the chirp rate of 
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the microwave waveform, the chirp rate of FBG should be tunable, which can be achieved by optically 

pumping the LCFBG written in an active fiber [105].  

3.2.3. Nonlinear DFT for Photonic Microwave AWG 

DFT-based microwave arbitrary waveform generation system, as shown in Figure 5, relies on 

optical spectral shaping and the following DFT-enabled linear frequency-to-time conversion. A 

properly designed optical spectral filter with its magnitude response identical to the target microwave 

waveform is always required. For example, an optical spectral shaper with chirped FSR is used to 

generate chirped microwave waveforms [103,104]. It is known that an optical filter with a uniform 

FSR is usually easier to produce. We have proposed a new technique to generate chirped microwave 

waveforms using an optical spectral shaper having a uniform FSR [56]. Different from previous 

demonstrations, nonlinear frequency-to-time conversion is employed to generate chirped microwave 

waveforms from uniformly shaped spectrum. Such a nonlinear DFT process is expressed in  

Equation (4) and can be realized using a dispersive device having high-order dispersion, such as a very 

long length-of fiber [106] or a nonlinearly chirped fiber Bragg grating (NL-CFBG) [56]. The  

NL-CFBG was produced from a regular LCFBG based on strain-gradient beam tuning, as shown in 

Figure 7a. Figure 7b shows the tunable group delay response of NL-CFBG at different beam 

displacements. Therefore, another advantage of this technique is that the frequency profile of the 

generated chirped microwave waveforms can be continuously tuned by applying different strains. 

Figure 7. (a) A nonlinearly chirped fiber Bragg grating (NL-CFBG) produced using  

strain-gradient beam tuning. (b) Simulated group delay characteristics of the produced  

NL-CFBG at different beam displacements. 

 

 

(a) (b) 

3.2.4. “Two-in-One” Design 

In the most of DFT-based microwave arbitrary waveform generation systems, the optical spectral 

filter for spectrum shaping and the dispersive device for frequency-to-time mapping are two separate 

devices. The system is thus complicated, costly and with high insertion loss. Therefore, it is desirable 

to find a multifunctional fiber-optics device, whose magnitude response and the group delay response 

can be individually controlled, to achieve both spectral shaping and frequency-to-time mapping 

processes for photonic microwave arbitrary waveform generation. The use of a LCFBG may provide a 
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promising solution. First, the reflection magnitude response of the FBG can be almost arbitrarily 

controlled by properly designing the refractive index modulation profile. In addition, the inherent 

linear group delay response of the LCFBG can perfectly perform the dispersion-induced linear 

frequency-to-time mapping. In [107], photonic microwave arbitrary waveform generation based on the 

“two-in-one” design using a single LCFBG to perform both the functions is demonstrated, featuring 

greatly simplified system structure. The LCFBG with desired reflection response is synthesized using a 

simplified designing approach based on an accurate mapping of the grating reflection response to the 

refractive index modulation in a strongly chirped FBG [107]. Since amplitude-only index modulation 

function is required, the designed LCFBG can be easily fabricated with the current FBG fabrication 

technology.  

Figure 8. Illustration of the structure and fabrication of a spatially discrete chirped fiber 

Bragg grating (SD-CFBG) for simultaneous spectral slicing, frequency-to-time mapping 

and temporal shifting of the input optical pulse, leading to the generation of an optical 

pulse burst.  

 

In fact, a LCFBG can provide not only linear but also discrete (jumped) group delay. Most recently, 

we have developed a spatially-discrete chirped fiber Bragg grating (SD-CFBG) with jumped group 

delay response for microwave arbitrary waveform generation [39]. Discrete time shifts, which are 

caused by the group delay jumps, can be introduced to the mapped temporal waveform. Therefore, an 

additional flexibility is created for microwave arbitrary waveform generation. The SD-CFBG has a 

multichannel reflection response and a discrete group delay response with user-defined delay jumps 

between channels, as shown in Figure 8. The SD-CFBG functions to perform simultaneously spectral 

slicing, frequency-to-time mapping, and temporal shifting of the input optical pulse, leading to the 

generation of an optical pulse burst. The amplitude and time delay of each daughter pulse can be 

individually tailored by controlling the structure of the SD-CFBG. With the help of bandwidth-limited 

photodetector, a smooth microwave waveform is generated from the optical pulse burst. By properly 

designing the SD-CFBG, microwave waveforms with large time-bandwidth-product, such as 

frequency-chirped [107] and phase-coded [108] waveforms have been generated.  
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3.2.5. Temporal Fourier Transform Pulse Shaping for Photonic Microwave AWG 

Photonic microwave arbitrary waveform generation can also be achieved based on Fourier 

transform pulse shaping [98,109,110]. Fourier transform pulse shaping is usually implemented in the 

space domain using a pair of diffraction gratings and a spatial light modulator (SLM) [98]. The 

spectrum of the optical pulse is dispersed in space by the first grating, modulated by the SLM in the 

Fourier domain, and then back-transformed by the second grating. Recently, we demonstrate an  

all-fiber Fourier transform pulse shaping using a single LCFBG [111]. The FBG in the system 

functions as a conjugate dispersive element pair to perform pulse stretching and pulse compression 

based on reflection in opposite directions from the FBG, and at the same time as a spectral shaper. The 

use of a single LCFBG guarantees an exact dispersion matching, featuring a better pulse shaping 

accuracy with a simplified structure. 

Fourier transform pulse shaping can also be implemented in the time domain based on temporal 

pulse shaping (TPS) technique. The typical TPS system consists of two conjugate dispersive elements 

and an electro-optic modulator (EOM) that is placed between the two dispersive elements. In the 

system, an ultrashort optical pulse is temporally stretched by the first dispersive element and then 

modulated in the time domain by a microwave driving signal at the EOM. The dispersed and 

modulated optical pulse is finally completely compressed by the second dispersive element with 

opposite dispersion. At the output of the TPS system, a temporal waveform that is the Fourier 

transform of the microwave modulation signal is obtained [112].  

Figure 9. Schematic an unbalanced TPS system for microwave arbitrary waveform 

generation based on frequency multiplication. MLL: mode-locked laser, LCFBG: linearly 

chirped fiber Bragg grating, EOM: electro-optic modulator, PD: photodetector.  

 

The conventional TPS technique is usually employed for generating ultrafast optical  

waveforms [111,112]. In fact, this technique can be adapted to achieve the generation of  

high-frequency microwave waveforms. Recently, we have proposed an unbalanced temporal pulse 

shaping (UB-TPS) system for the generation of microwave waveforms with continuously tunable 

carrier frequencies [92]. As shown in Figure 9, the UB-TPS system incorporates two dispersive 

elements, such as linearly chirped fiber Bragg gratings (LCFBGs) having opposite dispersion but  

non-identical in magnitude. The entire system can be considered as a conventional balanced TPS 

system for real-time Fourier transformation of the microwave drive signal, followed by a residual 

dispersive element with its dispersion being the offset of the dispersion of the two dispersive elements, 
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to achieve a second dispersive Fourier transformation. The finally obtained microwave waveform 

would be a scaled version of the input modulation signal. The frequency multiplication factor is 

determined by the dispersion values of the two dispersive elements. For LCFBG-based dispersive 

elements, their dispersion values can be continuously tunable [113]. In addition, a  

frequency-multiplied chirped microwave waveform can be generated from single-frequency 

microwave drive signal using the UB-TPS system if high-order dispersion is involved [114].  

Note that various all-fiber photonic microwave AWG systems for generating chirped microwave 

waveforms have been reviewed in this Section. One key feature of chirped microwave waveforms is 

their large time-bandwidth product (TBWP) due to frequency chirping and hence making them 

extensively employed in modern radar systems to improve the range resolution. Table 1 compares the 

chirp rate and TBWP of chirped microwave waveforms generated using different systems that have 

been reviewed in this paper. The overall achievable TBWP of the system is limited by the dispersion 

that enables DFT process.  

Table 1. Time-bandwidth product (TBWP) of chirped microwave waveforms that are 

generated by various all-fiber DFT-based microwave AWG systems. 

Systems for Generating Chirped 

Microwave Waveforms 
TBWP Chirp Rate 

Based on superimposed chirped 

FBGs [103] 37.5 23.8 GHz/ns 

Based on Sagnac loop mirror with a 

chirped FBG [104] 
44.8 22 GHz/ns 

Based on nonlinear DFT [56] 8.4 74 GHz/ns 

Based on spatially-discrete chirped 

FBG [39] 
16.8 and 23.2 11.2–93.6 GHz/ns 

Based on temporal Fourier transform 

pulse shaping [114] 
1.8 0.715 GHz/ns 

3.3. DFT for Microwave Spectrum Sensing 

Microwave spectrum sensing is a recent topic of great interest in microwave photonic; with various 

scientific; industrial and defense applications; such as wireless communications; radars and electronic 

warfare [115]. It is a real challenge to monitor the instantaneous spectrum of high-frequency and 

broadband microwave signals in real-time with high-resolution while having low-cost. Photonically 

assisted techniques for microwave spectrum measurement have shown superior performance over their 

electronic counterpart. Many solutions have been proposed for photonic microwave spectrum sensing 

in the past a few years; including those based on microwave/optical power monitoring [116,117] and 

channelization [118,119]. Power-monitoring-based technique offers good frequency measurement 

resolution; usually smaller than 100 MHz. However; it falls short in simultaneously measuring 

multiple microwave frequencies. Channelization method is capable of multiple microwave frequency 

measurement based on the direct spectrum sampling using optical channelizers. Its key limitation in 
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microwave spectrum sensing is the poor measurement resolution due to large channel spacing of an 

optical channelizer; which is usually larger than 1 GHz [117,118].  

Figure 10. Schematic of real-time microwave spectrum sensing system based on  

DFT-enabled temporal channelization.  

 

Recently, we have proposed and demonstrated a DFT-based temporal channelization method for 

real-time microwave spectrum sensing [120,121], which does not only enables multiple-frequency 

detection, but also offers hundreds of times higher frequency measurement resolution than the channel 

spacing. Figure 10 shows the conceptual diagram of the system. An ultrafast optical pulse is first sent 

to a dispersive element. The dispersed pulse is then modulated by a microwave signal with its 

spectrum to be measured. Thanks to the one-to-one mapping between time and spectrum in the DFT 

process, the pulse spectrum is also modulated by the microwave signal. This process is called  

time-domain spectral shaping [122]. Finally, the stretched and modulated optical pulse is sent to an 

optical channelizer for spectrum sampling. In fact, the temporal sampling of the microwave signal is 

equivalently implemented by the optical channelizer in the spectral domain due to the unique 

wavelength-to-time mapping. In the system, the frequency measurement resolution is not determined 

by the physical channel spacing of the channelizer [117,118], but the optical bandwidth of the 

dispersed pulse and the dispersion value [120]. By broadening the pulse spectrum based on nonlinear 

optical effects, a frequency resolution as high as 55 MHz can be achieved using an optical channelizer 

with a channel spacing of 25 GHz [121], which demonstrates nearly 500 times improvement. Moreover, 

due to the DFT-enabled equivalent parallel-to-serial conversion, no high-speed photodetector and digitizer 

is required in the system. The system cost is greatly reduced. 

One difficulty of the DFT-based temporal-channelization method is the limited operational 

bandwidth due to the low equivalent temporal sampling rate. According to Shannon-Nyquist sampling 

theorem, only microwave signals with their bandwidth less than half of the maximum sampling rate 

can be captured without losing any information. The equivalent temporal sampling rate of the method 

is inversely proportional to the channel spacing and the dispersion value [121]. It is challenging to 

further reduce the channel spacing based on the state-of-the-art fabrication technology. While larger 

dispersion value could improve the sampling rate, it also degrades the frequency measurement 

solution. On the other hand, it has been reported recently that, for a spectrally-sparse signal, 

compressive sensing technique enables recovery of the signal with sub-Nyquist sampling [123]. 

Compressive sensing with photonically-assisted random demodulation has been implemented based on 

temporal mixing with pseudo-random bit sequences (PRBS) [124,125]. However, sophisticated  

high-speed electronics is usually required in the PRBS generator and mixer. Most recently, we have 

proposed a novel sub-Nyquist microwave spectrum sensing scheme that combines temporal channelization 
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and compressive sensing [41], featuring enhanced bandwidth with single-shot measurement capability 

while maintaining high measurement resolution. Compared to the system in [121], a compressive 

sensing module is incorporated in the system to manipulate the modulated optical pulse before it is 

sent to the optical channelizer for sampling. Figure 11a shows the schematic of the compressive 

sensing module. Random mixing, which is the key step in compressive sensing, is implemented in the 

spectral domain using a reflective spatial light modulator (R-SLM). A pseudo-random bit sequence 

(PRBS) pattern is imprinted on the R-SLM. The spectrum of the modulated optical pulse, which 

carries the microwave signal, can be effectively mixed with the PRBS at the R-SLM, without being 

converted back to the time domain [124,125]. The randomly mixed spectrum is finally sent to the 

optical channelizer for downsampling. More importantly, since each channel has a relatively flap 

response and a wider bandwidth than the spectral resolution of the R-SLM, the output of each channel 

is the sum of the consecutive elements of the demodulated signal, as shown in Figure 11b, assuring the 

perfect implementation of sample-and-hold integration. The challenge of implementing high-frequency 

integration or low-pass filtering in time domain methods [124,125] has been eliminated in the 

proposed system. Then the Nyquist-sampled microwave signal can be recovered from down-sampled 

measurements in the digital domain following a sparse signal recovery algorithm [126] thanks to 

compressive sensing.  

Figure 11. Compressive sensing improves the operational bandwidth of the DFT-based 

microwave spectrum sensing system. (a) Schematic of compressive sensing module based 

on optical random mixing using a reflective spatial light modulator (R-SLM) with a 

pseudo-random bit sequence (PRBS) input. (b) Illustration of sample-and-hold integration 

by spectral filtering in the optical channelizer.  

 

(a) (b) 

3.4. DFT for Photonic Analog-to-Digital Conversion (ADC) 

High-speed analog-to-digital converters are of paramount importance in modern signal processing 

and communications systems. The ever-increasing speeds of digital electronics and power of digital 

signal processing (DSP) units have challenged the operational bandwidth of the state-of-the-art 

electronic ADCs. Photonic technologies have been widely investigated to enhance the performance of 

the electronic ADCs [25], through high-speed and low-jitter optical sampling [127], and optical 

quantization [128,129].  
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Figure 12. Schematic diagram of DFT-enabled photonic time stretch analog-to-digital 

conversion (ADC).  

 

DFT technique has also been employed to boost the bandwidth of electronic ADCs [24,130]. The 

main efforts here are not to optically sample and quantize the fast analog signal. DFT slows down the 

analog signal prior to sampling and quantization by an electronic digitizer based on a photonic time 

stretch process. As illustrated in Figure 12, the analog signal is first modulated onto a dispersed optical 

pulse thanks to the DFT process achieved in the first dispersive element. A second dispersive element 

further stretches the modulated optical pulse with its temporal shape being maintained. The original 

fast analog signal is then slowed down thanks to the DFT-based photonic time stretch process, and can 

be captured by a low-speed digitizer, which would otherwise have insufficient sampling rate. Photonic 

time stretch ADC acts as a front-end signal stretcher which enhances the effective sampling rate of any 

back-end electronic ADCs. The stretch factor is determined by the ratio of the dispersion values of two 

dispersive element. For a time-limited input signal, a single channel photonic time stretch ADC would 

suffice, as shown in Figure 12. In order to capture a continuous-time input signal, a multichannel 

photonic time stretch system involving a segmentation unit can be used [24]. The most recent advances 

in photonic time stretch ADC include all-optical signal mixing for higher sampling speed , and digital 

linearization for enhanced dynamic range [131].  

4. Conclusions 

DFT technology enables pulse-by-pulse real-time spectroscopic measurement and manipulation, 

making it a unique and emerging tool for ultrafast signal generation and processing, and  

high-throughput real-time measurements and imaging. This review paper introduces the concept and 

implementation methods of DFT, and reviews its wide applications in various microwave photonics 

applications, such as real-time spectroscopy, optical pulse characterization, ultrafast fiber grating 

sensor interrogation, photonic microwave arbitrary waveform generation, real-time microwave 

spectrum sensing, and photonic ADC.  

DFT-based microwave photonics systems are usually implemented using discrete fiber-optic and 

electro-optical components, which makes the system bulky, costly, unreliable, and with high power 

consumption. A solution to reduce the system cost, weight, footprint size and power consumption is to 
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develop chip-scale systems use photonic integrated circuits (PICs). Future work on DFT includes 

building integrated on-chip microwave photonics systems. One challenge is to develop an integrated 

dispersive element for chip-scale DFT. Chirped waveguide Bragg gratings can be a good candidate for 

integrated dispersive element. Efforts will be made to design and fabricate a three-port waveguide 

circulator to allow the waveguide gratings to work in reflection mode. An alternative solution is to 

develop a dispersion-engineered waveguide, such as photonic crystal waveguides.  
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